
Safety comes first in blacksmithing

     MARCH 2019

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

     This month I am writing with the newer members in 
mind. 
     What causes me to write this is some of the 
misconceptions that some television shows associated 
with blacksmithing promote instead of the real truth: 
Blacksmithing can be dangerous if you fail in safety. 
     Failing in safety can get you burned, injured or killed. 
All three of these are real, and you need to gain a healthy 
respect for this trade and its associated dangers.
     So how do you gain that respect? The answer is 
simple: Gain knowledge of blacksmithing through taking 
classes, reading books about blacksmithing, developing 
relationships with blacksmiths and asking questions. 
     Through all of this, use all that you have learned to 
develop wisdom about working safely with a very hot 
fire and hot metal. 
     This is not only to protect yourself, but also to protect 
those who would be close to you. Injury can come from 
something you can see, hear, smell or touch as well as 
from things you can’t smell. 
     You need to ask yourself: “Am I safe with what I am 
about to do?” If you have any question, stop what you 
are about to do and seek help from somene you trust to 
provide you with good sound advice. 
     You are not born with knowledge and wisdom. Just 
think of learning to walk and the number of falls you 
had before you mastered it. Do not forget your parents, 
who were there to help you along the way of learning,  
and keep in mind all of us in this wonderful organization 

who are here to help each other. 
     There are two big events coming up soon, and they 
are designed to aid in this learning process. The first 
big event is the Southeast Region Statewide Meeting 
on March 16-17 in South Florida, and the second is 
the Southern Blacksmith Association Conference in 
Madison, Ga., on May 16-18. 
     In addition, your attendance at your monthly regional 
meeting will aid you with knowledge.

Think Safe and Be Safe,
John Boy Watson

Is that fire extinguisher any good? Is it time to recharge/replace it?

Florida Artist Blacksmith Association Established May 18, 1985
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Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA)
is a not-for-profit organization chartered with the State of Florida 
and is dedicated to promoting and expanding the horizons of 
architectural, artistic and practical blacksmithing while preserving 
the rich heritage of this craft. FABA Officers and members assume 
no responsibility or liability for injuries or damage caused as a result 
of the use of any information, materials, design, 
techniques, etc. contained in this newsletter, our website, 
http://www.blacksmithing.org, our Facebook Page or 
provided at meetings or demonstrations.
 
Contributions to FABA are tax-deductible to the extent 
provided by law. FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker 
monthly and FABA membership includes a subscription. We solicit 
correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects related to 
FABA’s purposes. Send to editor@blacksmithing.org. Materials 
submitted must be your own work, and citations of others must be 
clearly identified. By submitting materials, you are allowing FABA 
to edit, print and post them to FABA’s website. ABANA Chapter 
newsletters may reprint non-copyrighted material, if it is credited to 
the author and this newsletter. You need the publisher’s permission 
to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.
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     The Florida Artist Blacksmith 
Association is looking for someone 
to step up and become Treasurer 
for our group. Kirk Sullens will 
continue as interim treasurer for 
the short term. 
     If you feel you can help FABA 
in this role, please contact Kirk 
at 352-357-7221. Please leave a 
coherent message if the answering 
machine picks up. 
     Thank you for your service!

     Hello FABA membership,
     I’d like to address you as the new basic class coordinator for the 
FABA Annual Conference in Ocala. Being new at this, I’d like to begin 
getting my affairs in order as soon as possible.  
     If you have previously been a teacher at the conference and would 
like to do so again, please email me at heinrich.faba@gmail.com.   
     Please don’t assume that just because you have previous arrange-
ments that I will already know about them. Everything needs to be 
confirmed again to make sure it gets done right.  
     I would also love to hear from people interested in starting to teach 
classes and teacher assistants, too.  I’ll be needing all the help I can get 
to make this first year of mine run smoothly, so if any of you involved 
in this process previously have any input, then I’d love to hear from 
you, too.  
     Thanks in advance,
     Heinrich Hole, Central NE Coordinator

FABA Announcements 

Getting back to the basics
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The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries — everyone is welcome everywhere. Come to 
more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th except 
for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary, so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge. Prospec-
tive members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., and 
you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings or events, please contact the Regional Coordinators:
Central Northeast Region  Heinrich Hole  386-848-6982  heinrich.faba@gmail.com
North Northeast Region  Ben Thompson  617-388-5695  thompsoncrafted@gmail.com
Northwest Region  John Pfund  850-528-3280  johnwpfund@aol.com
Southeast Region  Shaun Williams  954-274-4119  chevaliervaliant@yahoo.com 
Southwest Region  Antony Fenn  617-320-4781  antony.fenn@gmail.com
Far West Region  John Butler  850-304-9021  jlbutl@gmail.com

Calendar of Events

Regional Reports

North NE Region report
   The January meeting of the North NE 
Region was graciously hosted by Leslie 
Tharp in her Gainesville shop. It was a 
huge success for our fledgling North NE 
Region. There were 36 in attendance and 
we raised $372 through Iron in the Hat 
and lunch donations. 
     The day started with an amazing 
sculptural joinery demo by Leslie. 

          
    
 

   After lunch, everyone had a turn at the anvil. We ended up having 
about 3-4 sessions of 6 smiths each — some competitive, some instruc-
tive, all fun. 
      The group hand-forged spoons, and we all ended up going to a 
local ice cream shop to celebrate. 
      Mark your calendars now for our next meeting, which will be host-
ed by the Jacksonville Metal Supermarket location. The meeting will be 
April 20 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
      For more detail, become a part of the NE Region Facebook page at 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/FABA.NE/  
or email me at thompsoncrafted@gmail.com
— Ben Thompson, North NE CoordinatorImages courtesy of Andrew Welton
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Central NE meeting, March 2

     Good morning, FABA. Once again, it is my privilege 
to report another successful meeting in the Central 
Northeast region. We had about 20 people attending.  
The Iron in the Hat, along with some very gracious 
donations, brought in $108.  
     We had quite the loot available in February.  Steve 
brought in some great examples of branches and textur-
ing, along with presenting a bark texturing demonstra-
tion, and we thank him very much for his continued aid 
to FABA.
     The upcoming meeting will be March 2nd at the set-
tlement starting at 9 a.m.  We’ll be continuing to work 
on our design plan for a tree to donate to the annual 
conference auction.  
     The secondary focus of this meeting is going to be 
getting as many forges lit up as possible.  I want as many 
people with a hammer in their hand as I can get — 
safely,  of course.  To this end, I’ll even be willing to 
provide some basic materials to get cool little projects 
going.  
     If you’re not into working in front of people, that’s 
OK. Just come to watch and have great discussion, as 
always, with your fellow people of similar interest.  
     If all goes well with the shop maintenance day on 
Feb. 16, we may even have properly functioning ash 
dumps for our forges and freshly lubricated blowers.  
     I look forward to seeing you all soon. :)
— Heinrich Hole, Central NE Coordinator

Southwest Meeting, March 23

     The SW March meeting will be at 9 a.m. Saturday, 
March 23, at Scale Up Designs, the business workshop of 
Tony Fenn, the SW Region Coordinator. 
     Tony specializes in the fabrication of foam marquettes 
by 3D scanning fine art objects and then machining with 
precision CNC routing. Tony’s company provides a “one-
stop shopping” approach for artists who want to bring 
their sculptures through the complete process of model-
ing, scaling and final bronze casting all at one location. 
Tony works in concert with Bronzart, an established 
bronze foundry that has been in Sarasota for more than 40 
years.
     Tony will demo 3D scanning and introduce everyone 
to Frida, the huge CNC router he built.  He will also try to 
get one of the foundry guys to come in on a Saturday and 
give a tour. 
     Tony will have his workshop and 2 forges set up and 
ready to work on tools and items for the SW trailer.
     Scale Up Designs is at 5415 Ashton Court in Sarasota. 
The location is close to I-75 at Exit 205, but is a little tricky 
to find.  When on Ashton Road, turn onto Ashton Court 
at the blue Bishops Aluminum building. Go past several 
auto body shops and then around the bend. Bronzart and 
Scale Up Designs are located just behind CBS Roofing.
     Tony can be contacted at 617-320-4781, or email
Antony.Fenn@gmail.com.
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We had a fantastic day at Phil Pauley’s shop 
in Punta Gorda in January. Nineteen region 
members attended and shivered through a 
cold morning when the day’s high tempera-
ture was 52 degrees. Some drove from as far 
as Winter Haven, Tampa and Okeechobee.
     We kept active and warm and started with 
a discussion of power hammers and their 
construction, and then Phil gave us a demo 
of using both his treadle hammer and his 
power hammer.  Then those of us who had 
not used these tools took turns pounding on 
a railroad spike. 
     This was followed by an excellent demo 
by Steve Berglund of how to forgeweld a 
chain saw blade and then form a knife.  Steve 
brought a great collection of his knives to 
show us.
     Phil and his wife opened up their house, 
and we all sat down for a great lunch spread. 
Thank you all for bringing the food and Phil 
for providing the pizzas.  
     Over lunch, a few of us were discussing 
fold forming, and I mentioned a FABA mem-
ber who folds large aluminum pieces into 
decorative sculptures: Bill Roberts, who is lo-
cated in Ocala.  Maybe we can persuade Bill 
do a demo for us at a future SW meeting. ;)
     Someone asked about fold forming a cross 
shape, and I said I had a book in which that 
could be found. The book, “Fold Forming” 
by Charles Lewton-Brain, is excellent and 
the ultimate reference on fold forming from 
the artist who invented this groundbreaking 
approach to working with metal. 
     There were a lot of photos taken by Albert 
Rasch and Larry Brown, and at the request 
of several people, I have launched our new 
Facebook Group so we can share more pho-
tos and our own activities. 
     To join, go to Facebook, search for 
“FABA,” and then select “FABA-SW Florida 
Artist Blacksmith Association Southwest 
Region.” Please JOIN the group, and LIKE 
the page, so you will see our postings on your 
own Facebook page.
     Before posting anything to the group 

yourself, please read the group rules by clicking on “About” at the top 
right of the page. The page is primarily for sharing what you are doing 
at your own shops and also promoting the attendance and content of 
our monthly meetings. The group is not for sales or commercial use. 
     Thank you on behalf of FABA to all who attended, as our large 
number raised a good amount of 
money from Iron in Hat.
      Last, I want to give a special 
thanks to Frank Teele, who made 
an excellent pair of tongs for the 
SW trailer.  
      The Feb. 23 meeting will be at 
Crowley House, at 16405 Myakka 
Road in Sarasota. See you there. 

— Tony Fenn, Southwest Coordinator

Southwest Region Report
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     January’s meeting was held at Traditions Workshop 
in Fort Walton Beach, where we had 27 people show up, 
from newcomers to veteran blacksmiths.  
     The club power hammer turned out to be a big attrac-
tion, and several of the smiths took the opportunity to 
knock out some larger projects.  There were even several 
new FABA members who joined during the meeting.  
     Our Feb. 23 meeting will also be held at Traditions 
Workshop (at 418 Green Acres Road, Suite 4,  Fort Wal-
ton Beach), while our March meeting will return to 
Butlers Countryside 
Farms (at 4112 Bell 
Lane, Pea Ridge) on 
March 23.  
     Hope to see you 
there! 
— John Butler, 
Far West 
Coordinator

Far West Region Report
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Southeast Region Report
     Hello, everyone. We had another successful Southeast 
Region meeting in January. Attendance was strong with 
approximately 20 people in attendance.
     I demonstrated the forging 
of several different scrolls, in-
cluding a chisel tip, a fishtail, 
a snub scroll, a penny scroll 
and a split fishtail.  Following 
my demonstration, we had 
several hours of open forge 
time and a pot lunch brunch.
     Arrangements for our 
annual Southeast Region 
Statewide Meeting on Satur-
day and Sunday, March 16-17, 
are complete, and registra-
tion for the event and classes 
is open.  Please go to www.
blacksmithevents.com for 
registration, class information 
and program details.  Also 
look for the full page event 
schedule in this month’s issue 
of the Clinker Breaker.  
     Our featured guest artist blacksmith is Mark Emig from 
upstate New York. Mark will be demonstrating tradition-
al joinery and sculptural design techniques by making a 
decorative forged flower pot stand, and he will be teaching 
a class on joinery techniques on Sunday morning.  
     In addition, we will have a fantastic line-up of oth-
er demonstrators, including Tommy Burgs of Lambert 
Blades, who will conduct a demonstration on how to fit 
and finish knife handles and hardware.  Tommy will also 
be teaching an integral bolster paring knife class on Sun-
day morning.  

     I will doing a demon-
stration on proper coal-
fire management and 
forge welding on Saturday 
afternoon, and Sunday 
morning I will be teaching 
a tomahawk class.  
     The Southeast Region 
Statewide Meeting will 
be hosted at my shop, 
The Guild, Urban Craft 
and Folk Art School/
Dark Angel Armory and 
Forge, at 205 NW 16th 
St. in Pompano Beach on 
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 6 

p.m., followed by a banquet and auction to benefit FABA.  
Sunday workshops will begin as early as 9 a.m.  
     We are hoping that many of you will join us for this 
fun-filled and educational event supporting FABA.
     We’ve added several new and exciting classes to the 
curriculum offered at my shop. In addition to a variety of 
blacksmithing, bladesmithing and welding classes, we now 
offer white metal casting, ceramics, leatherwork, jewelry 
and glasswork.  Please check out our new website, created 
by our very own Sylvia Andrassy at www.guildfl.com, for a 
complete list of our classes and scheduled times. 
     Also, I am administering a Facebook page for the 
Southeast Region.  I try to post helpful tutorials, vendor 
information and other valuable blacksmithing resources.  
Look us up and request an invite at “FABA-SE Florida Art-
ist Blacksmith Association Southeast Region.”  
     I look forward to hearing from all of you.
— Shaun Williams, Southeast Coordinator
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Northwest Region Report
     The Northwest Region 
had its Feb. 9 meeting at Juan 
Holbrook’s shop in Gainesville, 
and what a day it was. 
     The weather was just out-
standing for a good day of 
blacksmithing. The sky was 
slightly overcast with a tem-
perature in the low 60s. The 
demonstrator was Juan Hol-
brook with Nicole Horenstein 
assisting. 
     The project they decided to 
demonstrate was an art piece 
consisting of eight pieces of 
½-inch square stock assembled 
showing jointery and some 

of its inherent difficulty. A detailed full-size drawing was 
made prior to the start of the project. 
     The piece looks like a four-leaf clover with the bonding 
of the pieces together consisting of round, square, and 
mortis and tendon jointery. The demonstration showed 
the difficulty of adding each piece with the alignment 
being blocked by the preceding pieces. To overcome this 
problem, additional heat was applied to specific location 
along with the use of lockdown devices, bending tools and 
hammering. The 
pictures included 
show the drawing, 
some of the work 
being done, and 
the finished piece 
with Juan and 
Nicole. They are 
both thanked for 
showing the effort 
required to make a 
fine piece of art.
      During the pro-
cess, we broke for 
Iron in the Hat and lunch. The Iron in the Hat, a number 
of handmade items and other collectable items, netted 
FABA $182. Nicole made chili as the primary dish for 
lunch, and she is thanked for her fine meal.
     A big thank you was raised when the meetings conclud-
ed after the wonderful day at Juan Holbrook’s forge.
     — John Boy Watson, FABA President

Northwest Meeting, March 9
          The Northwest Region meeting will be held on 
March 9 at Mike Bettenger’s welding shop. 
      Kirk Sullens will demonstrate making a Viking 
Winged Spear. 
     Danny Suhel, 
who used to work 
with Mike Bet-
tenger and is now 
teaching welding 
at Lively Vo-Tec, 
will be doing some 
demonstration of 
his recent scholar-
ship material.  
     A main course 
and beverages will 
be provided, so 
please bring sides 
and desserts. Also 
don’t forget to 
bring something for the Iron in the Hat raffle! 
     — John Pfund, Northwest Coordinator
  



Saturday, March 16 Sunday, March 17

2019

9AM     Registration Opens

9AM - 4PM  Open Forges

9AM     Mark Emig Guest Artist Demonstration
                Traditional Joinery  &  Design

9AM     Forged Steak Turner Workshop

9AM     Introduction to Blacksmithing Workshop

11AM   Foundry Demo -Pewter Casting

12PM    Lunch Break

1PM     Mark Emig Guest Artist Demonstration  
 
130PM  Fire Management & Forgewelding Demo

2PM      Fit & Finish Knife Handles Demo 

2PM      Leatherworking Demo

3PM      Glassworking Demo

5PM      Forging Competitions

7PM     Banquet Dinner and Benefit Auction

9AM - 2PM Traditional  Joinery Workshop 
                          with Mark Emig

9AM - 3PM  Integral Bolster 
                          Pairing Knife Blade Workshop 
                          with Tommy Burgs

9AM - 2PM Tomahawk Workshop 
                         with Shaun Williams

10AM - 1PM  Jewelry Workshop

SOUTHEAST REGION STATEWIDE MEETING
Program Schedule

For details and registration visit
WWW.BLACKSMITHEVENTS.COM
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Reprinted from Bituminous Bits - Journal of the Alabama Forge Council, 2018 July/Aug

Kuhn Ring Element Challenge 
By Al Stephens (photos by Steve Alford and Al) 

 This project started with Travis Fleming sending the 
original photo below to myself and Ronnie Howard, with the 
text, “This gives me a headache.” I was recovering from shoulder 
surgery, and had lots of time on my hands, so I replied, “Let me 
think about it, if they did it, we can do it.” Yes, obsession has in-
nocent beginnings.
 Please note: 
This will not be a 
“follow steps 1-1000 
and you will have 
this project com-
pleted” article. The 
team has decided to 
leave the installation 
details of the various 
rings for anyone 
else that accepts the 
challenge to do in 
the manner they 
think will work best.
 One of the 
first things done was the original picture was posted on I Forge 
Iron, asking if anyone on that worldwide forum had any more 
information about it. Thomas Powers from Texas thought it 
might be a section of the Schöner Brunnen Nürnberg. That 
translates to Beautiful Fountain in Nuremburg, Germany. 
 That information led me to pictures of the fountain 
and fence and an article by Hans Schlosser, http://www.beauti-
fuliron.com/beautiful_fountain.htm. The fence is attributed to 
a locksmith Andreas Kuhn in 1587.
 We dissected the original photo by enlarging and break-
ing it down into individual pieces, noting where there were 
square holes and round holes and how the individual pieces 
interacted with each other.
 After looking at hundreds of pictures of the fountain 
and surrounding fence, and using pictures of people in close 
proximity to the fence, I decided to start the layout based on 
a 9-inch square. We decided very early in the process that a 
square would be easier to plan and work around than the dia-
mond pattern. The “Challenge” was produced with material that 
was at hand, 3/4 inch square, 5/8 inch round, 1/2 inch x 1&1/2 
inch flat stock.
 A scale drawing was produced starting at the center of 
the sheet, and the grid pattern was laid out. Again, starting from 
the center, the various sized rings were drawn and placed into 
correct orientation with each other. On the first scale drawing, 
the outer rings were placed wrong, so the entire drawing had to 
be scrubbed and started over. This drawing was used through-
out the process to check size, hole location, and alignment.

 There are 6 square straight bars, and 8 rings made of 
round stock in the original design. The parts have a total of 61 
holes in them, every hole has another piece passing through it. 
The individual pieces were done in the following order:
• S1 This square bar is on one centerline and has 8 round
holes in it and 3 square holes.
• R1 Center ring, 2 square holes. Note all interior element
rings made from round stock
• R2 Largest ring, 12 round. holes, 2 square. holes.
• S4 This square bar will be on the diagonal in the design, no 
holes.
• R4&7 The accuracy of your drawing will decide if these
two are parts are identical. 2 round holes, 2 square holes.
• S2&3 They will ultimately have 4 round holes and 3 square 
holes each.
• S5&6 These are also on the diagonal and will help hold
everything square, but the way we assembled the project,
they needed to be slid in and out until inner elements
were completely assembled.
• R3&6 They have 2 round holes, 2 square holes.
• R5&8 2 square holes.
• Frame Ring was attached to inner element with blind rivets. 

S = square stock    R = round stock ring
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Reprinted from Bituminous Bits - Journal of the Alabama Forge Council, 2018 July/Aug

 All of the tools used on the project were pretty basic. 
There were specific size punches and drifts made. A radius jig 
was made for rings 3-8, since they were all they same diameter. 
A radius jig was made for the frame ring. 
 We made a “measure ring” marked at 1inch increments 
to help locate holes in R3-8. A set of top and bottom tools was 
made to tighten all intersections after assembly.
 The team was composed of Travis Fleming, professional
blacksmith / welder for 30+ years; Ronnie Howard, machinist, 
tool and die maker with 30+ years experience; Dustin Patterson, 
boilermaker, gunsmith, blacksmithing about 18 months (Dustin 
handled much of the coal fire maintenance and work, and NEV-
ER burned a piece); Saxon Reynolds, college student, chain mail 
maker and Al Stephens, professional blacksmith 30+ years.
 There were 11 work sessions spent on this project, with
anywhere from 2-5 team members and from 3-8 hours per
session involved. Individual members spent time on their own
making tools.
 On a personal note, this 
project was conceived and completed 
while I was recovering from yet an-
other shoulder surgery. I was unable, 
not to mention not permitted, to do
very much of the physical work. My 
participation in it allowed me to fill 
many hours. Thank you all. 
 If there are any unintention-
al errors in any of this information 
the blame is mine, and I apologize 
for them. The praise goes to the rest 
of the team.
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FABA Membership Application: Membership begins when your application and $30 membership fee is received. 
Membership is per family and lasts one year. Use your credit card to join or renew your FABA Membership via Paypal by going to 
blacksmithing.org/membership/join and clicking through the Paypal button. You do not need 
to have a Paypal account to use this feature. OR send the below application and your check to “FABA” for $30 to:  
NAME 
FAMILY MEMBERS 
ADDRESS                                                                                           CITY                                             ZIP
PHONE                                                  CELL                                                   EMAIL
DATE                                  NEW           RENEWAL              I want B&W Newsletter by mail                OR Color Newsletter by Email


